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Testing the quantum superposition principle in the frequency domain
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We study how photon emission of a two-level system is modified if the superposition principle is violated.
We solve the relevant equations of motion. We quantify the magnitude of the new spectral effects for relevant
collapse models to illustrate our theoretical results. We show how these effects can be distinguished from those
of standard environmental decoherence. We apply our result to physically interesting systems and suggest that
accurate-enough spectroscopic experiments are within reach with current technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum theory is an extremely successful theory of
microscopic phenomena. To this day macroscopic systems
have always been found to behave according to classical laws
and the open question is if and how they can show quantum be-
havior. One possibility to address this quantum-classical divide
is to investigate whether the quantum superposition principle
is violated for macroscopic systems that explain the observed
classical behavior. Is the loss of quantum superposition of
macroscopic systems due to a universal mechanism, which
affects all objects in a given parameter range and which cannot
be avoided, or is it because of environmental interactions as
explained by decoherence theory? In the latter case, the control
of the environment can be used to tune the decoherence effect,
which is believed to be impossible for a universal mechanism.

To shine light on this question, experiments are needed
to probe the regime of this quantum-to-classical transition.
The main reason why quantum properties of macroscopic
objects are so difficult to observe is that they are highly
unstable against external perturbations. Decoherence theory
explains well how local interactions with the environment
can rapidly destroy quantum coherence before it can even
be observed [1,2]. Detailed experimental studies have been
performed to investigate dominating decoherence effects for
molecules in spatial superposition states, such as collisional
decoherence [3] and the emission of blackbody photons [4].
While this has been proven by an experiment, we cannot
be sure if that already provides the final answer to our
question, which means that more experiments with even
more macroscopic quantum systems are required. The system
parameters to quantify if a system is sufficiently macroscopic
are given by the mass of the system, the spatial size of the
superposition state, and the lifetime of the superposition, which
have been recently united to the so-called macroscopicity [5].
The actual macroscopicity record is more than 104 amu (atomic
mass units) for a spatial size of the superposition of about
100 nm and a lifetime of the superposition of some 10 ms,
measured by molecule interferometry [6].
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Along with the decoherence prediction where local interac-
tions with the environment play the key role for the appearance
of the classical behavior of physical systems, there have been
speculations that the superposition principle might be violated
at the macroscopic level in a universal fashion [7–10], either by
interactions with the gravitational field as in the Diósi-Penrose
(DP) model [11] and the Schrödinger-Newton equation [12],
or by intrinsic nonlinear effects built in the dynamics as in
the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber (GRW) and continuous sponta-
neous localization (CSL) models [13–15]. That provides an
alternative to explain the quantum-to-classical transition for
macroscopic systems, and therefore, as much as decoherence
theory, it might provide insight to a new underlying theory
of nature [15]. The aforementioned matter-wave experiments
will need another two orders of magnitude in mass to test the
CSL according to Adler [16].

In the past 10 or so years, there has been rapid experimental
progress in revealing quantum superpositions for large par-
ticles like organic molecules in matter-wave interferometers
with tiny de Broglie wavelengths of down to few hundred
femtometers [17]. Such objects were successfully decoupled
from environmental noises, thus overcoming the technological
limit and thereby extending the realm of quantum theory to
new regimes [6,17–24]. Technological challenges to extend
those experiments to even larger particles are summarized
in detail elsewhere [25]. In brief, the main challenge is
to prepare a spatial superposition state of free-space single
particles of increasing mass, which requires the generation
of spatially coherent beams of particles, which need to be
detectable with sufficient efficiency. This requires the further
development of molecule and cluster beam techniques. While
the aforementioned molecule interference experiments are
going on, quite a few new experimental schemes to test
the superposition principle have been proposed [26–29]. One
technical bottleneck for all of those experiments is the cooling
of certain degrees of freedom of particles to low temperatures,
a technology which is just emerging right now [30,31]. To
push the macroscopicity even further, Earth’s gravitational
field has to be compensated for [32–34] or avoided by
performing the experiment in space [35]. All this sums up to
immense experimental challenges to generate a macroscopic
quantum superposition state and we are therefore, in this paper,
interested to propose a way to test the quantum superposition
principle.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Violations of the quantum superposition principle predict a broadening and a shift of line shapes of light emitted by
radiative transitions among energy levels, in addition to those generated by vacuum fluctuations and interactions with external environments
(decoherence). Panel (a) shows the model system which we discuss. It is the energy diagram of the two-level system emitting photons at optical
frequency ω0 for the dipole-allowed transition from excited state |ε2〉 to a lower state |ε1〉. (b) Spectral density plotted vs frequency. The blue
Lorentzian shows the emission spectral line according to standard QED, where γQED is the Lamb shift with respect to ω0 and spectral width is
given by QED broadening βQED. The red curve illustrates the additional broadening (βN) and shift (γN) if the quantum superposition principle
is violated.

By assuming a universal (omnipresent and not environmen-
tal) mechanism to be responsible for the quantum-to-classical
transition of macroscopic systems, we work out how it affects
the linewidth and frequency of photon emission lines. The
effect of such a universal mechanism is a perturbation of any
two-level system, which results in the loss of coherence of
the emitted light. For the spectral density of emitted radiation
from a generic two-level system (see Fig. 1), we obtain

S(ω) = 1

π

[
β

β2 + (ω − �)2

]
, (1)

which is a Lorentzian distribution with the central frequency
� � ω0 − γQED − γN, where γQED is the shift induced by
vacuum fluctuations (Lamb shift) and γN is the shift induced
by the violation of quantum linearity; and the full width
at half maximum of 2β = 2βQED + 2βN, where βQED is the
broadening induced by vacuum fluctuations (natural broaden-
ing) and βN is the broadening induced by nonlinear effects.
For βN = γN = 0, the standard quantum optical spectrum is
recovered.

It is important to note that the nonlinear effect scales
with mass of the system: It is tiny and out of reach for
experiments for a small system, like the hydrogen atom, but
prominent and possible to be observed for larger systems, such
as macromolecules. The macroscopicity measure from above
applies in the same way to our spectroscopic scheme. However,
the experimental challenge for observation might be smaller;
indeed it is of completely different nature compared to matter-
wave interferometry experiments as no spatial superposition
state has to be actively generated.

The outline of the paper is the following. In Sec. II we
present the mathematical setup for analyzing the problem. In
Sec. III we solve the equations of motion and derive Eq. (1).
In Sec. IV we apply the results to the specific cases of the
CSL and DP collapse models. In Sec. V we estimate the Lamb

shift and broadening effects for relevant physical systems: the
hydrogenlike system, the harmonic oscillator, and the double-
well potential. In Sec. VI we estimate decoherence effects, and
we show how collapselike effects can be distinguished from
standard decoherence effects. Conclusions follow. We believe
that this work holds as motivation to push present limits in
high-resolution spectroscopy.

II. MATHEMATICAL SETUP

It was first proven by Gisin [36] that, in order to avoid
superluminal signaling, nonlinear terms can be added to the
Schrödinger equation only combined with stochastic terms
in such a way that the equivalence relation among statistical
ensembles of states is preserved by the dynamics [36–38].
In more mathematical terms, this means that the modified
dynamics for the wave function must generate a closed linear
dynamics for the density matrix. Therefore, we start from a
dynamics for the density matrix of the form [39]

dρ̂t

dt
= − i

�
[Ĥ0,ρ̂t ] + λ

n∑
k=1

(
L̂kρ̂t L̂

†
k

− 1

2
L̂
†
kL̂kρ̂t − 1

2
ρ̂t L̂

†
kL̂k

)
, (2)

where the Lindblad operators L̂k can describe decoherence
effect or, as is the case here, intrinsic nonlinearities in the
dynamics for the wave function. Collapse models induce a
dynamics of this type, but here we want to stay more general.
The most convenient unraveling of Eq. (2) for solving the
equations of motions, is given in terms of a stochastic potential
added to the Schrödinger equation [40–44],

i�
d

dt
ψt = [Ĥ0 + V̂t ]ψt, V̂t = −�

√
λ

n∑
k=1

L̂kξ
(k)
t , (3)
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where ξ
(k)
t are n independent white noises. Here, we have

assumed that the Lindblad operators L̂k are self-adjoint, which
is the case for most proposals for nonlinear and stochastic
modifications of the Schrödinger equation.

Since by violations of the superposition principle we mean
superpositions in space, the Lindblad operators are taken as
functions of space variables; therefore, we have

V̂t = −�

√
λ

∫
d3x L̂(x)ξt (x), (4)

where ξt (x) is a noise field, white in both space and time. Note
that, in this form, the dynamical equation is still linear. As
discussed several times in the literature [40–44], the effects
of nonlinear terms introduced in the Schrödinger equation, at
the statistical level, can be mimicked also by linear random
potentials. For individual realizations of the noise, the affects
are very different (those of a linear dynamics vs those of a
nonlinear one), while at the statistical level they coincide, if
the potential is suitably chosen.

A. Two-level systems

We consider the situation in which the system’s dynamics
effectively involves only two levels, whose transition dipole
matrix element is not zero (d12 = 〈ε1|d̂|ε2〉 �= 0, with the
dipole operator defined as d̂ = ∑

i ei q̂i). This means that
the higher energy level eventually decays to the lower
one, by emitting a photon. Therefore, the standard quantum
Hamiltonian characterizing the interaction between a two-level
system and a quantized radiation field can be, in the dipole
approximation, written in the form [45–48]

Ĥ0 = �

∑
s,k

ω â
†
s,kâs,k + (ω0/2)σ̂z

− iω0�
∑
s,k

[gs,k(σ̂+ − σ̂−)âs,k − H.c.], (5)

with gs,k = (2ε0�ωL3)−1/2 d12 · es,k the coupling constant of
radiation matter, σ̂+ = |ε2〉〈ε1|, σ̂− = |ε1〉〈ε2|, σ̂z = σ̂+σ̂− −
σ̂−σ̂+, ω0 = (ε2 − ε1)/�, and {|ε1〉, |ε2〉} the two levels of
matter. All other terms have the usual meaning.

The two-level representation of V̂t is obtained by calculating
〈εα|V̂t |εβ〉 with α,β = 1,2. In general, one has

V̂t = −�
(√

λz w
(z)
t σ̂z +

√
λx w

(x)
t σ̂x +

√
λx w

(y)
t σ̂y

)
, (6)

where λi (i = x,y,z) are collapse rates and w
(i)
t are three white

noises. Eigenenergies are real functions in most cases; thus,
one finds λy = 0. Therefore, V̂t simplifies to

V̂t = −�
(√

λz w
(z)
t σ̂z +

√
λx w

(x)
t σ̂x

)
. (7)

This is the starting point of our calculation.

III. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION:
SHIFT AND BROADENING

The radiative corrections of the nonlinearities appear in a
very natural way from the formulation of the spectral density
of emitted light [45–48], which is given by the stochastic

expectation (averaging) of the Fourier transform of the normal-
ized dipole-dipole autocorrelation function. The dipole-dipole
autocorrelation function is given by 〈σ̂+(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉.

Given the Hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂t , the Heisenberg
equations of motion for the Pauli operators are

d

dt
σ̂z(t) = −2βQED[σ̂z(t) + Î ] − 2ω0

[
σ̂x(t) d12 · Â(+)

free(0,t)

+ d12 · Â(−)
free(0,t) σ̂x(t)

] − 2
√

λx w
(x)
t σ̂y(t), (8)

d

dt
σ̂y(t) = −(

�QED − 2
√

λz w
(z)
t

)
σ̂x(t)

−βQEDσ̂y(t) + 2
√

λx w
(x)
t σ̂z(t), (9)

d

dt
σ̂x(t) = −(

�QED − 2
√

λz w
(z)
t

)
σ̂y(t) − βQED σ̂x(t)

+ 2ω0
[
σ̂z(t) d12 · Â(+)

free(0,t)

+ d12 · Â(−)
free(0,t) σ̂z(t)

]
, (10)

with �QED = ω0 − γQED, where

γQED = ω2
0|d12|2

3ε0�π2c3

(
P

∫ ∞

0

dω ω

ω − ω0
− P

∫ ∞

0

dω ω

ω + ω0

)

is the Lamb shift, where P is the Cauchy principal part, which
can be normalized in the standard fashion [49]; the parameter

βQED = ω3
0|d12|2

6πε0�c3

is the standard spontaneous emission rate; and

d12 · Â(+)
free(0,t) =

∑
s,k

gs,k e−iωt âs,k(0).

We now average Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) over the initial state
|ψ〉|0〉, according to which matter is in a generic state |ψ〉 and
the radiation field in the vacuum state. Therefore, we get

d

dt
〈σ̂z(t)〉=−2βQED(〈σ̂z(t)〉+ 1) − 2

√
λx w

(x)
t 〈σ̂y(t)〉, (11)

d

dt
〈σ̂y(t)〉 = (

�QED − 2
√

λz w
(z)
t

)〈σ̂x(t)〉 − βQED〈σ̂y(t)〉

+ 2
√

λx w
(x)
t 〈σ̂z(t)〉, (12)

d

dt
〈σ̂x(t)〉 = −(

�QED − 2
√

λz w
(z)
t

)〈σ̂y(t)〉 − βQED〈σ̂x(t)〉.
(13)

The above stochastic differential equations should be under-
stood in the Stratonovich sense. Since we want to compute
stochastic averages, it is more convenient to switch to the Itô
formalism. To this end, one can use Eqs. (10.2.5) to (10.2.7)
of Ref. [50]. Then, once expressed in the Itô form, by using
theorem (8.5.5) of Ref. [50], one can prove that the stochastic
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expectations satisfy the equations

d

dt
E(〈σ̂z(t)〉) = −2(βQED + λx)E(〈σ̂z(t)〉) − 2βQED, (14)

d

dt
E(〈σ̂y(t)〉) = �QED E(〈σ̂x(t)〉)

− (βQED + 2λx + 2λz)E(〈σ̂y(t)〉), (15)

d

dt
E(〈σ̂x(t)〉) = −�QED E(〈σ̂y(t)〉) − (βQED + 2λz)E(〈σ̂x(t)〉),

(16)

whose solutions give

E(〈σ̂z(t)〉) =
[

βQED

βQED + λx

+ 〈σ̂z(0)〉
]

× e−2(βQED+λx )t − βQED

βQED + λx

, (17)

E(〈σ̂+(t)σ̂−(t)〉) = 1

2

{[
βQED

βQED + λx

+ 〈σ̂z(0)〉
]

× e−2(βQED+λx )t + λx

βQED + λx

}
. (18)

Here �ω0 E(〈σ̂z(t)〉) gives the rate of energy emission by
matter; and E(〈σ̂+(t)σ̂−(t)〉) represents the change in the
population of the excited state |ε2〉. When the initial state is
|ε1〉, we have 〈σ̂z(0)〉 = −1, and for |ε2〉 we have 〈σ̂z(0)〉 = 1.

On the other hand, for both initial states |ε1,2〉|0〉 we get
E(〈σ̂−(t)〉) = E(〈σ̂+(t)〉) = 0.

Using Eq. (18), one can compute, for example, the mean
light intensity of emitted radiation in the far-field limit [45–48]
as

〈Î (r,t)〉 =
(

ω2
0|d12|

8πε0c2r

)2(
1 − 1

2
sin2 θ

)

×
{[

βQED

βQED + λx

+ 〈σ̂z(0)〉
]
e−2(βQED+λx )(t− r

c
)

+ λx

βQED + λx

}
; t >

r

c
, (19)

with θ the polar angle of the r vector, and the complex dipole
moment d12 lies in the xy plane, where r is the vector connect-
ing the center-of-mass of system to the detector. 〈Î (r,t)〉 is a
very interesting quantity for experimental research; however,
here we are concerned with the spectral density of emitted
light, which we now compute.

The exponential nature of energy decay, as given by
Eqs. (17) and (19), suggests that the spectral distribution of
the emitted radiation is Lorentzian. The explicit mathematical
form of spectral density can be obtained by computing the
dipole-dipole autocorrelation function, E(〈σ̂+(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉),
and then using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [45]. The time
derivative of this autocorrelation function can be obtained by
making the change t → t + τ in Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) and
then writing down the derivatives with respect to τ . After
multiplying the result from the right by σ̂−(t) and then taking
the quantum average over the initial state |ψ〉|0〉, we find

d

dτ
〈σ̂z(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉 = −2βQED(〈σ̂z(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉 + 〈σ̂−(t)〉) − 2

√
λx w(x)

τ 〈σ̂y(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉, (20)

d

dτ
〈σ̂y(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉 = (

�QED − 2
√

λz w(z)
τ

)〈σ̂x(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉 − βQED〈σ̂y(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉 + 2
√

λx w(x)
τ 〈σ̂z(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉, (21)

d

dτ
〈σ̂x(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉 = −βQED〈σ̂x(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉 − (

�QED−2
√

λz w
(z)
t

)〈σ̂y(t+τ )σ̂−(t)〉. (22)

Using the aforementioned theorems to switch between Stratonovich and Itô forms and also to obtain the stochastic expectations,
we find

d

dτ
E(〈σ̂z(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉) = −2(βQED+λx)E(〈σ̂z(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉), (23)

d

dτ
E(〈σ̂y(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉) = �QED E(〈σ̂x(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉) − (βQED + 2λx + 2λz)E(〈σ̂y(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉), (24)

d

dτ
E(〈σ̂x(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉) = −(βQED + 2λz)E(〈σ̂x(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉) − �QED E(〈σ̂y(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉). (25)

Accordingly, for the dipole-dipole autocorrelation function we get

E(〈σ̂+(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉) = 1

2
[E(〈σ̂x(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉) + i E(〈σ̂y(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉)] (26)

= e−(βQED+λx+2λz)τ

(
cos �τ + i

�QED

�
sin �τ

)
E(〈σ̂+(t)σ̂−(t)〉), (27)
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with � =
√

�QED
2 − λ2

x for �QED > λx . The initial con-
ditions that we used are E(〈σ̂x(t)σ̂−(t)〉) = E(〈σ̂+(t)σ̂−(t)〉)
and E(〈σ̂y(t)σ̂−(t)〉) = −i E(〈σ̂+(t)σ̂−(t)〉). For �QED 	 λx ,
which is the case for most cases of experimental interest, we
can expand �QED/� to the first leading term in λx/�QED, and
we get

E(〈σ̂+(t + τ )σ̂−(t)〉) � e−(βQED+λx+2λz)τ ei�τ

×E(〈σ̂+(t)σ̂−(t)〉). (28)

Using the Wiener-Khinchin relation, for the spectral density
of emitted radiation we obtain

S(ω) = 1

π

[
βQED + λx + 2λz

(βQED + λx + 2λz)2 + (ω − �)2

]

≡ 1

π

[
β

β2 + (ω − �)2

]
, (29)

with the full width at half maximum of β where

β = βQED + βN, with βN = λx + 2λz, (30)

and the central frequency of

�=
√

�QED
2 − λ2

x � �QED − γN, with γN = λ2
x

2ω0
. (31)

Accordingly, the radiative corrections given by violations of
the quantum superposition principle produce two observable
effects: a frequency shift and a line broadening, whose
magnitude is controlled by the rates λx,z. Their numerical
value depends on the specific model used to describe nonlinear
(collapse) effects.

Accordingly, a violation of the usual quantum dynamics
manifests both as frequency shift and broadening. Measuring
such quantities with sufficient accuracy, besides being inter-
esting per se, amounts also to a test of the quantum superpo-
sition principle. Note that, since decoherence is also usually
described by the Lindblad Eq. (2), external perturbations also
induce shift and broadening in the spectrum [51]. Therefore,
like in matter-wave or optomechanical interferometry, a system
must be suitably screened from surrounding noises.

To detect small deviations from standard quantum predic-
tions, one needs ultrahigh-resolution spectroscopic techniques,
with a quality factor (Q = ω/β) of the spectroscopic system
as high as possible. The state of the art for the frequency
stability of a laser (1/Q) is of the order 10−16 in the visible
spectral range [52], which can be transferred to other frequency
domains, in principle, by frequency combs [53]. However,
most recently the frequency stability for an atomic frequency
measurement in the visible–near-infrared spectral domain has
been measured to resolve instabilities even on the the order of
10−18 [54]. Such technical capabilities are very promising to
observe spectral effects.

IV. QUANTIFYING THE SHIFT AND THE BROADENING
FOR THE CSL AND DP MODELS

We now derive the collapse broadening βN and shift γN

as predicted by the two most-studied collapse models in the
literature: the mass proportional CSL model [13] and the DP
model [11].

A. Rates for the CSL model

The stochastic potential V̂t associated to the CSL model
is [13]

V̂t = −�
√

γ

m0

∫
dx ξt (x)L̂(x), (32)

with

L̂(x) =
∫

dy g (x − y)
∑

j

mj

∑
s

â
†
j
(s,y)âj (s,y) , (33)

where m0 = 1 amu, γ � 10−22 cm3 s−1 [55], ξt (x) is a white
noise with correlation E(ξt (x)ξτ (y)) = δ(t − τ ) δ(x − y), and
âj(s,y) is the annihilation operator of the particle type j

with mass mj and the spin s at position y; and g(r) =
exp(−r2/2r2

C)/(
√

2πrC)3, with rC � 10−5 cm the correlation
length.

In the two-level representation, the matrix elements of V̂t

are given by

V
αβ
t = 〈εα|V̂t |εβ〉 = −�

√
γ

m0

∫
dQ ψα(Q) ψβ(Q)

×
∫

dx ξt (x)
N∑

j=1

mj g(x − qj ), (34)

with α,β = 1,2 and ψα(Q) = 〈Q|εα〉, where we use improper
states, |Q〉 ≡ |q1; q2; . . . ; qN 〉 (with qj the position of j th par-
ticle), for which we have L̂(x)|Q〉 = [

∑N
j=1 mj g(x − qj )]|Q〉.

We also assume that the wave functions ψα are real. Since the
right side of Eq. (34) contains a Gaussian white noise, λx,z can
be calculated as follows:

E
(
V

αβ
t1 V

α′β ′
t2

) = δ(t1 − t2) �
2 γ

8π3/2r3
C

×
∫

dQ dQ′ ψα(Q) ψβ(Q) ψα′ (Q′) ψβ ′ (Q′)

×
N∑

j,l=1

mj ml

m2
0

exp

[
− (qj − q′

l)
2

4r2
C

]
,

= δ(t1 − t2) �
2 λ

αβ

α′β ′ . (35)

We consider the situation where the effective size of the region
in which ψ1,2 is different from zero is smaller than rC � 10−7

m, which is the case for atomic and molecules systems. This
is the small scale limit of the CSL model. Accordingly, by
expanding the exponential term in Eq. (35) to first order in
(qj − q′

l)
2/4r2

C and then by performing the integrations, we
get

λ11
11 � ϒ

⎡
⎣1 −

∫
dQ |ψ1(Q)|2

∑
j

mj

M

(
qj

2rC

)2
⎤
⎦ , (36)

λ22
22 � ϒ

⎡
⎣1 −

∫
dQ |ψ2(Q)|2

∑
j

mj

M

(
qj

2rC

)2
⎤
⎦ , (37)

λ21
21 = λ12

12 � ϒ

⎡
⎣∫

dQ ψ1(Q) ψ2(Q)
∑

j

mj qj

⎤
⎦

2

, (38)
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with ϒ = �CSL (M/m0)2, �CSL = γ /(8π3/2r3
C) = 1.12 ×

10−9 s−1, and M = ∑
j mj . In the derivation of the above

equations, we used the parity considerations and the orthogo-
nality of ψ1 and ψ2. Accordingly, we have

λz = λ11
11 − λ22

22

2
= �CSL M

8r2
C m2

0

×
∫

dQ [|ψ2(Q)|2 − |ψ1(Q)|2]
∑

j

mj q2
j ,

(39)

λx = λ12
12 = �CSL

2r2
C m2

0

⎡
⎣∫

dQ ψ1(Q) ψ2(Q)
∑

j

mj qj

⎤
⎦

2

. (40)

B. Rates for the Diósi-Penrose model

The stochastic potential in the DP model is given by

V̂t = −�

∫
dx ξt (x)L̂(x), (41)

where L̂(x) is the same like the CSL model, and ξt (x) is a white
noise with correlation E(ξt (x)ξs(y)) = Gδ(t − s)/� |x − y|,
with G the gravitational constant. This form of L̂(x) is different
from Diósi’s original proposal [11]. To avoid the divergence
due to the Newton self-energy, Diósi initially proposed a
Lindblad operator with a length cutoff equal to the nuclear
size. Then, it was shown [56] that with this cutoff, predictions
of the DP model are in contradiction with known observations.
To avoid this problem, Ghirardi, Grassi, and Rimini [56]
proposed this new form of Lindblad operator whose cutoff
is rC � 10−7 m. This adjustment of the model was eventually
acknowledged by Diósi [57].

For the matrix elements of V̂t in two-level representation,
one gets

V
αβ
t = 〈εα|V̂t |εβ〉 = �

∫
dQ ψα(Q) ψβ(Q)

×
∫

dx ξt (x)
N∑

j=1

mj g(x − qj ). (42)

Following the same approach that we used for the CSL model,
we find

E
(
V

αβ
t1 V

α′β ′
t2

) = δ(t1 − t2) G �

∫
dQ dQ′ ψα(Q) ψβ(Q) ψα′

× (Q′) ψβ ′ (Q′)
∑
j,l

mj ml

×
∫

dx dx′

|x − x′| g(x − qj ) g(x′ − q′
l) (43)

= δ(t1 − t2) G �

4π

∫
dQ dQ′ ψα(Q) ψβ(Q) ψα′ (Q′) ψβ ′(Q′)

×
∑
j,l

mj ml

∫
dx g(x) �jl(x) = δ(t1 − t2) �

2 λ
αβ

α′β ′ , (44)

with

�jl(x) =
erf

[ |x−(qj −q′
l )|√

2rC

]
|x − (qj − q′

l)|
, (45)

where erf is the error function. Here �jl(x) is slowly varying
with respect to g(x). Therefore, g(x) acts like a Dirac δ,
practically selecting the value of �jl(x) in the origin x = 0.
Accordingly, we can write

E
(
V

αβ
t1 V

α′β ′
t2

) � δ(t1 − t2) G �

4π

∫
dQ dQ′ ψα(Q) ψβ(Q) ψα′

× (Q′) ψβ ′ (Q′)
∑
j,l

mj ml

erf
( |qj −q′

l |√
2rC

)
|qj − q′

l|
.

(46)

Like before, we are interested in the cases where the spatial
width of eigenenergies ψ1,2 are smaller than rC , meaning |qj −
q′

l| � rC . This implies that �jl(0) can be Taylor expanded, and
to the leading order, one finds

erf
( |qj −q′

l |√
2rC

)
|qj − q′

l|
� 2

rC

√
2π

(
1 − |qj − q′

l|2
6r2

C

)
, (47)

where |qj − q′
l| � rC . Then one can follow the same line of

reasoning that we followed from Eq. (35) to Eqs. (39) and (40)
to solve the rest of integrations. Accordingly, the rates λx,z of
the DP model become

λz = �DP M

8r2
C m2

0

∫
dQ

[|ψ2(Q)|2 − |ψ1(Q)|2] ∑
j

mj q2
j , (48)

λx = λ12
12 = �DP

2r2
C m2

0

⎡
⎣∫

dQ ψ1(Q) ψ2(Q)
∑

j

mj qj

⎤
⎦

2

,

(49)

with �DP = G m2
0

3
√

2π3/2 � rC

. Using the above results, for the noise
shift and broadening we finally get

βN = �

2r2
C m2

0

[
D2

12 + M

2
(I2 − I1)

]
, (50)

γN = �2

8ω0

(
D12

rC m0

)4

, (51)

with Iα = 〈εα|(∑N
j=1 mj q̂2

j )|εα〉 the average momentum of
inertia (α = 1,2 and N the total number of particles), D12 =
〈ε2|(

∑N
j=1 mj q̂j )|ε1〉, M = ∑N

j=1 mj the total mass, and �

the coupling constant with the collapse or gravitational field.
For the CSL model we get �CSL � 1.12 × 10−9 s−1 and for the
DP model �DP � 7.39 × 10−25 Hz. From now on, we consider
only CSL, as the effect of DP model is by far smaller.

V. APPLICATION TO RELEVANT PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

We now provide quantitative estimates of these rates for
some interesting physical systems.

Hydrogenlike atoms. For an atom that contains only one
electron, we have D12 = (me/e) d12, with me the mass, e the
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charge of electron, and d12 the off-diagonal element of the
dipole moment with typical values of a few debye. In addition,√

Iα/me has typical values of a few Bohr radius. Accordingly,
we get

βN ∼ 10−20 − 10−18 s−1; γN ∼ 10−53 s−1. (52)

Harmonic oscillator. We consider the two lowest states of a
harmonic oscillator with mass μ and frequency ω0. Introducing
these eigenstates into Eqs. (39) and (40) and performing the
integration, we find

βN = 3
√

2ω0γN = 3�

4

(
μx0

m0 rC

)2

, (53)

with x0 = √
�/μω0 the zero-point fluctuation amplitude.

Double-well potential. We consider a system of mass
μ moving in a symmetric double-well potential at low
temperatures, where the meaningful eigenstates are the two
lowest ones: |ε1〉 = 1√

2
(|R〉 + |L〉) and |ε2〉 = 1√

2
(|R〉 − |L〉).

The tunneling frequency is ω0 = (ε2 − ε1)/�. We denote the
separation of minima by q0. The states |L〉 and |R〉 are localized
states at left and right minima, respectively. They can be
transformed to each other by the displacement operator where
the displacement distance is q0, and 〈L|R〉 � 0. Accordingly,
using Eqs. (39) and (40) and performing the integration, we
find

βN =
√

2ω0γN = �

8

(
μq0

m0 rC

)2

. (54)

The estimated values of collapse broadening shift systems
for these system are reported in Table I.

VI. ESTIMATING DECOHERENCE EFFECTS

In typical experiments, there are spectral broadening effects
due to external noises, which dominate the shape and width
of spectral lines. The effects reduce the lifetime τ of the
coherently excited state, but can be maintained by controlling
limiting environmental parameters as temperature and pres-

sure, or by experimental arrangements. We give numbers for
collisional and Doppler broadening for a vibrational mode of a
generic system (mass of system M = 107 amu, ω0 = 1013 Hz
at T = 10 K).

Collisional broadening happens when emission is triggered
by collision with other particles. A simple expression for
the effective collision rate is βC ∼ n σC vth, with n the
density of a bath, σC the effective cross section of colliding
particles, and vth the thermal relative velocity. For n =
1012 particles/m3 (laboratory vacuum) and air molecules
as a bath, we find βC ∼ mHz in the hard-sphere limit.
For more complicated interaction potential (such as London
dispersion), we have showed that the decoherence rate is
of order βC ∼ 10−4−10−2 Hz for a double-well potential
system at typical vacuum conditions as achieved in today’s
experiments [58].

Doppler broadening is an effect of the thermal motion of an

ensemble of emitters and is given by [45] βD = ω0

√
2kBT ln 2

Mc2 �
3568 Hz. However, saturation spectroscopy can be used
to avoid Doppler broadening. Therefore, both decoherence
effects can be distinguished from the desired collapse effect.
We use this here as a qualitative argument to argue how to
separate collapse broadening from systematic effects in a given
experimental realization of the test.

A. Universality of broadening

A crucial feature of Eqs. (50) and (51) is that both
broadening and shift induced by collapse models are universal
in the sense that they depend only on the mass of the
system (at the practical level, only on the mass of those
particles, whose position changes significantly during the
transition) and on the geometry of the levels and nothing else.
This has to be compared with decoherence broadening and
shift, which depends also on the details of the surrounding
environment: mass of the bath particle, cross section, pressure,
temperature. Moreover, in the case of collapse models, they
roughly scale quadratically with the mass of the system,
while the mass dependence with decoherence is different.

TABLE I. Collapse broadening and shift as predicted by the CSL model. Three relevant situations have been considered: the transition
from the 2p to 1s state in a hydrogenlike atom; the transition from the first excited state to the ground state for a harmonic potential; and a
double-well potential (see Secs. II–V for a description of these systems). The latter case is particularly relevant to describe chiral molecules.
The constant � � 1.12 × 10−9 Hz measures the strength of the collapse (see main text), m0 = 1 amu, rC � 10−7 m is the correlation length
of the noise inducing the collapse, x0 = √

�/μω0 is the zero-point width of harmonic oscillator, and q0 is the separation of the minima of
double-well potential. For the double-well potential, we assume the range of the molecular vibration: ω0 ∼ 1012−1014Hz. We have considered
only the predictions of the CSL model, since those of the DP model are much smaller. All numbers in this table are exemplary to illustrate the
magnitude of the spectral effects and not necessarily realized in experiments yet.

System βN (Hz) γN (Hz)

Hydrogenlike atoms 10−20−10−18 ∼10−53

Harmonic oscillator 3�

4

(
μ x0

m0 rC

)2 �2

32ω0

(
μ x0

m0 rC

)4

μ = 1 amu and ω0 = 1010 Hz 5.3 × 10−13 6.2 × 10−36

μ = 107 amu and ω0 = 1.7 × 108 Hz 3.1 × 10−4 1.3 × 10−16

Double well �

8

(
μ q0

m0 rC

)2 �2

128 ω0

(
μ q0

m0 rC

)4

μ=me = 5.5 × 10−4 amu and q0 = 1 Å 4.2 × 10−23 10−57−10−55

μ = 1 amu and q0 = 1 Å 1.4 × 10−16 10−44−10−42

μ = 107 amu and q0 = 1 Å 0.014 10−16−10−18
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Collapse models predicts that the broadening βN depends only on the geometry of involved states and scales
quadratically with the mass of the system [see Eq. (50)]. On the other hand, decoherence broadening, in general, scales differently with the
mass and moreover depends on the details of the interaction with the environment. In panel (a) we show the different scaling behavior between
CSL broadening and decoherence broadening (in the recoil-free regime M 	 m), while the environment does not change and the system
increases in mass. Assuming that the density of the system remains constant so that r ∝ M1/3 (r is the radius of the systems and M its mass),
then in the hard-sphere limit one has for collisional broadening [45]: βC = 4d2p

√
π/mkBT ∝ M2/3 (where d ∼ r is the closet distance among

the colliding particles, p the pressure of the bath, T its temperature, and m the mass of bath particles). In the inset, the dependence of the
experimental hard-sphere radius on mass is shown, for H2, He, NH3, Ne, N2, O2, Ar, CO2, Kr, and Xe [59]. The behavior is qualitatively
similar to the oversimplified M1/3 dependence we estimated; therefore, the mass dependence of βC is different from the M2 behavior of the
CSL broadening. In panel (b) we assume the opposite situation. The system does not change and the bath particle increases in mass (still in the
recoil-free regime M 	 m). In such a case, CSL broadening remains constant, while decoherence broadening scales as m−1/2.

This behavior represents a specific signature, which can be
used to discriminate collapse broadening from decoherence
broadening (see Fig. 2).

VII. CONCLUSION

Spectral effects originating from possible violations of
the quantum superposition principle are small, but within
reach of experimental observation. They are universal, which
means omnipresent and not controllable by modifications of
environmental influences on the two-level system, and can, in
principle, be seen for the emission from any system, which can
be approximated as a two-level system. This universal nature
of the predicted effect is in contrast to spectral broadening
and shift effects due to decoherence effects, which can be
controlled by control of the interaction of the two-level system
with the environment. However, to observe the here proposed
spectral effects, macroscopicity parameters (mass, spatial size,
and time of superposition) have to be chosen to allow for a
relevant magnitude of the effect. The standard QED analysis
of photon emission was perturbed by a collapse noise term to
include the effect of nonlinearity into the equations.

Thermal and collisional decoherence effects can be reduced
to the required limitations and distinguished according to
their scaling with experimental parameters. We expect that
this holds true for any other systematic effect in experiments
sensitive enough to probe the predicted effect. While we
cannot predict the ultimate two-level system here, we give
explicit examples to illustrate the relation to state-of-the-art
experiments.

Today, ultrahigh-resolution spectroscopy in the midinfrared
spectral range is done with a precision of 10−13 [60] and
is planned to be improved to 10−16 [61]. Spectral CSL

effects are of the order of 10−14 to 10−16 for a double-well
system of 107 amu and q0 = 1 Å (see Table I) probed in
the midinfrared range. This test seems feasible in the near
future. Further electron or nuclear spins are known to be
accessible with ultrahigh-frequency resolution of 10 mHz. The
Larmor frequency of the system 7Li+ free induction decay
(FID) in water, would need to be detected with a spectral
resolution of about 30 μHz to show a CSL effect, which is only
three orders of magnitude away from today’s resolution [62].
Further relevant are solid-state systems, like semiconductor
microcavities, quantum dots, or nanodiamonds with vacancy
centers and spin structure [63] as well as optomechanical
systems.

Therefore, we speculate that experimental realization is
well within reach, if the interest of experts can be attracted
to the here-described general effect, which should, in principe,
be visible in any two-level system in the defined parameter
regime. To be able to measure a spectral line broadening
according to nonlinear modifications of the Schrödinger
equation will have quite significant impact on the foundations
of physics, as it would prove the validity of the assumption that
a universal decoherence mechanism exists and is the reason for
the observed quantum-to-classical transition of macroscopic
systems. This then-solidified fact would allow for further
speculations of the nature of a new theory underlying the
quantum one.
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